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NINE INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORS UNITE FOR UPCOMING HORROR
ANTHOLOGY “I AM AN ADDICT”
Portsmouth, UK, November 27th, 2018- Portsmouth-based production company Pastel
Wasteland has announced horror anthology “I AM AN ADDICT”, to be shot by nine
international directors. The filmmakers are a mix of established and up-and-coming
talent, who all have a unique visual style and a relentless passion for horror. The feature
will consist of nine short films and a wraparound story, and focus on addictions such as
sex, BDSM and food.
For any follow-up questions or enquiries, you are welcome to contact Rob Ulitski by
phone on +44 (0) 7765 013 646 or via email at robulitski@gmail.com
Currently approaching the last two weeks of filming, “I AM AN ADDICT” will shoot in
Portsmouth from early December, wrapping just before Christmas. This will be the final
filming location after successful shoots in Los Angeles and Mexico. Notable directors
include Michael J Epstein (USA), whose feature film “Clickbait” is screening at genre
festivals worldwide, and Adam Nelson (UK), known for award-winning feature
“Emotional Motor Unit”. Additionally, directors Sam Mason Bell, Harry Bartholomew and
Rob Ulitski all worked together on anthology film “Maniacal”, with the former two
directors collaborating on Artsploitation Films’ “A Taste of Phobia”.
Speaking of the project, Producer/ Director Rob Ulitski said “It’s a huge honour to work
alongside such talented directors from across the world, and I’m incredibly excited to
see the final project. We have a diverse range of stories, focusing on the most surreal
sides of addiction, and I think viewers are going to leave this film feeling very satisfied”.

Pastel Wasteland is a production and promotion company, launched in 2017, working in
film, branded content and music video. Sub-brand “Weirdland” handles all horror film
production and promotion.
______________
ENDS
NOTES FOR THE EDITOR:
-

The official website can be found at www.pastelwasteland.com/addict

-

Images/ Assets available here: https://drive.google.com/folderview?
id=1G7_G10WoCukhUBGMZodxyct5rwRmY4so

-

The teaser trailer can be found at https://vimeo.com/301269889

-

The Facebook page can be found here: https://www.facebook.com/
iamanaddictfilm

-

Official stills and a final trailer will be available in January

-

We are aiming for a VOD release in Quarter 2 2019

